and beliefs present in the area. A fresh Catholic Church, innovative and committed to social justice is emerging. Chiapas is a tiny point on earth, but it is pregnant with hope.
Theology as a Constellation of Practices:
A (Leon-Portilla 1990, 63) I arrive invited to the mass in celebration of the eighteenth anniversary of Universidad de la Tierra (CIDECI) in San Cristobal de las Casas. The ermita (chapel) is full. I can see a crowd gathering at the altar. At the side of the bishop stand the priests that will co-celebrate and beside them, a man and his wife, elderly Tzotzil Mayan people. They are tunnhel (deacons). Man and woman as a unit incarnate the Mesoamerican concept of "duality" and will contribute as co-ministers in the ceremonial mass. Dressed in their local attire, they stand proudly by the side of the bishop.
The music we hear in this Catholic mass is the ritualistic sacred music of the surrounding indigenous hamlets. We can recognize the structure of the Eucharist, although we could easily be distracted by the splashes of color, the languid repetitious rhythm of indigenous sacred tunes, and the collectivity that ministers the mass. Several priests and ordained indigenous deacons populate the higher space of the chapel. The readers of the scriptures are women and they read in three languages: Spanish, Tzotzil, and Tzeltal. Who leads the ritual? I would answer: the collectivity.
In this very concrete experience, many of the tenets of Teologia India, and of the project of "autochthonous churches," are perceptible even to an unprepared onlooker as "excerpts of practice." The pastoral work of the diocese of Chiapas grows and develops ever more toward a respect and recognition of the values, spirituality, devotions, and ritual practices of the region's indigenous peoples. In what follows, I hope to present not a finished analysis of a stable reality but a study reflecting the fuzziness of reality and the process of permanent change.
